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Pornography has always been around and has always been a problem. Today, however,
access is amazingly easy and the signals sent out by the media have never been more approving and
encouraging toward sexual misconduct. Accessibility, affordability, and anonymity have greatly
increased porno participation (especially a problem among males). With the introduction of the VCR,
sales of hard-core porn videos more than doubled from 1983 to 1986. Imagine what current statistics
would indicate!
A recent article in Leadership Magazine cited a report where a record was set at a large hotel
for the rental of X-rated movies—by participants of a youth ministry conference. That particular article,
dealing with sexual addiction, generated more mail than any article in the history of the magazine.
And consider these things, it is documented that more than 80% of all customers signing up
for cable TV opt for “erotic” films. Shockingly, the majority of internet sites are sexual in orientation.
Around 80% of children using the internet to make reports for school have inadvertently encountered
a porn site. Porn sites average over 20 million hits per hour on the internet.
Technical Defense (See Resources List)
o Keep computer screen visible.
o Filters.
o Internet record.
o X3 Watch with e-mail notification to third parties.
o Support group or close friend.
The Pattern of the Problem
o Small doses will not really hurt—everybody does it.
o More varied participation.
o Addiction.
o Obsession/Possession.
o Acting out—pictures not enough.
Dealing

o Fear and guilt are assets when sinful conduct is being practiced.
o Value purity (Phil. 4:8).
o Name the problem—stop feeding lust—acknowledge the scars—trace the history to
causative factors—develop a healthy, open view of sex that doesn’t repress its God-given
reality—develop things to constructively fill time.
o Amputation (Matt. 5:29-30); Admission (I Jn. 8-10); Appropriation (Matt. 6:33).
o MOST IMPORTANTLY—grow in the Love of God (Jn. 14:15, 23; II Cor. 5:14-15; Mk.
12:28-34).
Distorted sexuality abounds. Culture provides many entrapments to lure us into sin.
Pornography lurks waiting to scar and destroy. However, purity and decency are much more
satisfying than fulfilling lust. In an age offering easy access to sexual impurity, the high road of
holiness is still abundantly available. Lust leads to degradation and shame; holiness leads to the
peace of God that passes understanding (Phil. 4:4-9). Not much of a choice, is it?

